MINI GIANT

**GENERAL DATA**

- **Height Max Inches:** 40"
- **Width Max Inches:** 22"
- **Depth Max Inches:** 23"
- **Total Volume Cu. Feet:** 1.3
- **Working Volume Cu. Feet:** 1.0
- **Bowl Diameter, Inside Inches:** 17.5"
- **Bowl Depth Inside:** 9.5"
- **Part Length Max. Inches:** 12"
- **Part Width Max. Inches:** 5.5"
- **Load Max. Lbs.:** 150
- **Horse Power:** 1/2
- **RPM:** 1725
- **Volt/Phase:** 115/1/Flexible

**ADJUSTABLE AMPLITUDE**

- Ceramic, plastic, burnish, wood and shell capable for wet or dry processing
- Adapts to Filter PAK 4000 & Sump PAK 1000 filtration systems with flow through design
- Dual outlet integrates with timer to adapt accessories
- Timer Controlled, 0-6 hours

**RELIABLE**

- Heavy polymer bowl
- Replaceable drain
- Durable coated metal surfaces

**CONFIDENCE/SAFETY**

- UL/CSA listed motors, controls and wiring
- Fully shrouded mechanical section
- One year conditional warranty
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